ITS STYLE
The DOMAINE collection is inspired by the Louis XVI style. This historic style stands out in
furniture for the simplicity of its lines, the balance of its form, and the nobility of its material.
Sublimated by massive oak, the DOMAINE collection highlights itself very easily in all interiors
thanks to carefully studied patterns and a Classic Chic allure that will never go out of fashion.
As a total look or as small touches, the demi-lune chests, pedestal tables, and chairs become real
masterpieces in your interiors.
THE ADJECTIVES
A collection supported by the codes of Louis XVI style:
> CLASSIC CHIC STYLE:
This style reminds one of beautiful private apartments, refined materials, and beautiful concepts.
> REFINED AND ELEGANT
The simplicity of its lines and patterns make this collection harmonious and elegant.
> A TIMELESS COLLECTION
Furniture in this collection matches all sorts of interiors and styles.
THE MERCHANDISING CODES

The DOMAINE collection fits in a Classic Chic style. The decorations accompanying this collection
must be refined and elegant, with a preference for white porcelains, crackled vases, and decorative
objects made of white wood.
This collection fits marvellously with the following decoration collections:
CACHEMIRE (opposite), PROVENCE, CLAIR, OBSCUR, PLUME, RIVIERA, ATELIER,
ESPRIT BAROQUE, and BASICS items.
MANUFACTURE & FINISHING
MASSIVE OAK STRUCTURE
The quality and the precious nature of oak provide the collection with a guarantee of robustness
and good aging, as well as recognized added value.
ARTISANAL PATINA
The know-how and long manual process provide the patina with charm and an inimitable
personality and make every piece of furniture unique.
FINISHING
The buttons on the collection’s furniture are made of metal with bronze finishing, which reinforces
the «Classic Chic» identity and the elegance of DOMAINE furniture.

1.

FURNITURE COLLECTION

LARGE DRAWER CHEST (A035)
(WxHxD) 167x105x50

This chest illustrates the discreet elegance of the Louis XVI style. It was often present in the
coquettish interiors of the Parisian petty bourgeoisie of the 18th century.
This piece of furniture, which will provide your interior with a soul, offers great storage
capacity and can find a place both in a bedroom and in a living room.

OVAL SIDETABLE (A032)
(WxHxD) 60x66x50
1 Drawer Louis XVI

The sidetable that was used as a gaming table in the time of Louis XVI can also be used as a
bedside table, a pedestal table, or an end table for a sofa.
This noble and chic small piece of furniture will bring a refined spirit to your interior.
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FURNITURE COLLECTION

NEW
DOUBLE BED (A038)
140x200

Matress size :
A039 : 160x200
A040 : 180x200
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FURNITURE COLLECTION
A030

(WxHxD) 46x100x56
Set of 2 Louis XVI Chairs
Linen n°5
70% Polyester / 30% Linen

A033

(WxHxD) 160x120x8
Louis XVI Headboard
Linen n°5
70% Polyester / 30% Linen

A036

(WxHxD) 63x92x73
Louis XVI Armchair
Linen n°5
70% Polyester / 30% Linen

A031

(WxHxD) 45x67x35
1 Drawer Louis XVI Sidetable

A034

(WxHxD) 130x83x52
Louis XVI Chest

A037

(WxHxD) 115x92x73
2 Seat Louis XVI Sofa
Linen n°5
70% Polyester / 30% Linen
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ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
NEW
PEW7

PEW6

Glass decorative panel
(WxHxD) 40x50x2

Glass decorative panel
(WxHxD) 40x50x2

NEW
PEW8

Glass decorative panel
(WxHxD) 30x60x2,5

PEW9

Lampbase
(WxHxD) 13x13x57,5

PCW7

Square mirror
(WxHxD) 55x55x2,5

NEW
PCW8

Oval mirror
(WxHxD) 50x63,5x2,5

PCW9

Oval mirror - golden finish
(WxHxD) 50x63,5x2,5
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